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Systemic Transformation
in Public School Systems
Kurt B. Richter and Charles M. Reigeluth

OVERVIEW

Th is chapter is based on the literature review for Kurt Richter's doctoral dissertation at Indiana University. His study examined selected elements of a
whole-system transformation journey for the Metropolitan School District
of Decatur Township, Indiana, where he served (and continues to serve) as
part of a team of facilitators from Indiana University led by Dr. Charles
Reigeluth to facilitate the transformation of that school district. The district's transformation journey was originally guided by Dr. Reigeluth's Guidance System for Transforming Education (GSTE). Currently, the district is using
a hybrid transformation methodology created by blending Dr. Reigeluth's
GSTE method with Duffy's Step-Up-To-Excellence method. This new hybrid
methodology is called the School System Transformation (SST) Protocol and it
is described in chapter 1 2.
Dr. Richter's study sought to improve some of the process guidelines described in the GSTE by using a qualitative research methodology described
as formative research (Reigeluth & Frick, 1999). This methodology asked
111is d1apter is based on Dr. Ridlter's review of the literawre for his doctOra l dissertation
titled "Integration of a decision-ma king process and a learning process in a newly formed
leadership team for systemic transformation of a sdlool district." The chapter first appeared as
Richter, K. B., & Reigeluth, C. M. (2007). Systemic transformation in public sd1ool systems. The
F. M. Duffy Reports, 12(4),1- 21. Questions about the dissenation research should be directed
to Dr. Rid11er at kurichte@indiana.edu. Questions about the transformation of the Decatur
Township school district should be directed to Dr. Reigeluth at reigelut@indiana.edu. Used
with permission.
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what worked well, what did not work as well as it could have, and what
could be done to improve the process.
Specifica lly, Richter examined the application of the GSTE in the middle
stages of the systemic transformation process with a leadership team of
twenty to twenty-five stakeholders in the transforming school district. That
district has 5,954 students in a semiurban, Midwestern setting. Ricl1ter,
working as a cofadlitator in the systemic transformation process, studied
the processes of team learning and of decision making while creating a
fmmeworll of vision, mission, and beliefs to guide the school district's transformation effort. His dissertation reported the results of that qualitative research.

veloping increasingly powerful computer-based tools for dealing with such
complexity, but according to Spiro (2006), iliese "post-Gutenberg" techn ologies require ilie development of a different style of thinking, through "prefigurative schemas" (schemas for the development of schem as), which requires dramatic cl1anges in botl1 tl1e goals and means o f education.
The typical response in school districts to iliis growing educational crisis
is piecemeaL "fix-the-broken-part" approach to change. A reading program
does not work well, so remediation is offered. Falling test scores are evident,
so yearly statewide testing for everyone is introduced. Rising rates of obesity
result in the removal of soda machines from schools. These changes are
made by schools to adjust to immediate challenges that arise during the
normal course of schooling.
What is seldom recognized is that dramatic changes in educational
n eeds require ch anges in the fundamental structure and organization of
school systems. Reigeluth talks persuasively about th e need to rethink
what Schlechty calls "rules, roles, and relationships" fo r the ways we use
"time, talent, and technology" (Reigeluth, 1997a, p. 205 ) in school districts. For example, regarding time, it is known that different students
learn at different rates (Mayer, 1999), yet we require all students to learn
the same amount of content in ilie same amount of time. By holding time
constant, we force achievement to vary. Our cu rrent educational system
was designed for sorting students more than for learning, which was appropriate in the Industrial Age, because we did not need to, and ~>o uld not
afford to, educate large numbers of students to h igh levels. But the Information Age, with its predominance of knowledge work and global competition, has dramatically changed that, making learning a much h igher
priority than sorting.
In the Information Age paradigm, it is no longer satisfactory to promote
learners to the next level simply because they have spent a year in ilie previous level. It is n o longer acceptable to emulate the factory model and to
teach all children at the same rate. In the Information Age paradigm we
need to educate more children to their potential. Faster learners must no
longer be forced to waste time until the class is ready to move on, and slow
learners must no longer be forced to move on before they h ave mastered the
content, condemning them to accumulate learning deficits that make it
even more difficu lt to learn material that builds on that content.
Time must become flexible and customized to each learner's needs. Imagine schools wiiliout class periods and grade levels. This change in the use of
time would require fundamental changes in the use of talent (teachers and
students) and technology (Schlechty, 2002). It would require funda mental
changes from standardization to customization, from control to empowerment, from compliance to initiative, and from uniformity to diversity
(Reigeluth, 1999).
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SYSTEMIC TRANSFORMATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS
There is a strong need for systemic change in public scl1ool systems in the
United States. This article discusses why such a strong need exists, what alternative approaches can be used to foster systemic change, and what models
currently exist to guide ilie most promising approach to systemic change.

Changes in Society Make the Current System Obsolete
As ilie United States evolves deeper into the Information Age, our society's
needs and p roblems are changing dramatically. During the Industrial Age,
most jobs were manual labor. Now, the majority of jobs require knowledge
work. During the Industrial Age, a comfortable middle-class life was possible witl1out much education, whereas in this age of global competition and
digital technologies, considerably higher levels of education are needed to
have a comfortable life. Workplace skills required to do entry-level jobs,
identified by the U.S. Department of Labor's Secretary's Commission on
Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS), include ilie following skills that fall
into three domains:
• "Basic skills: reading, writing, speaking, listening, and knowing arithmetic and mailiematical concepts;
• Thinking skills: reasoning, making decisions, iliinking creatively, solving problems, seeing things in ilie mind's eye, and knowing how to
learn; and
• Personal qualities: responsibility, self-esteem, sociability, self-management, integrity, and honesty" (Whetzel, 1992, p. 1).
As we evolve deeper into ilie Information Age, societal systems, jobs, and
even personal lives are becoming more complex. The Information Age is de-
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KEY MARKERS OF INDUSTRIAL AGE
AND INFORMATION AGE COMPARED

American Schools Development Corporation (Stringfield, Ross, & Smith,
1996), this is often the case. Here, programs as diverse as 'The Modem Red
Schoolhouse," //Roots and Wings: Universal Excellence in Elementary Educatjon," and "Los Angeles Learning Centers: An Initiative of Los Angeles Unified
School District, United Teachers Los Angeles" are all described by Stringfield
and colleagues (1996) as systemic efforts. Upon closer inspection, these programs are actually adopted by clients for the purpose of initiating schoolbased improvement without transformational paradigm change. The programs provide a structure which can be adopted and implemented, to which
teachers and students must adapt without substantial alteration of the existing paradigm. They all share the quality of being systematic, but they demonstrate widely varying definitions of systemic change.
To clarify and focus the definition of systemic change, we first describe
what systemic change is not, followed by a working definition of what it is.
Systemic change is not piecemeal d1ange. If only one element in a system
is changed, no matter where in that system the element resides, it is still
piecemeal change. The key indicator of systemic change is paradigm change
(Reigeluth, 1999), whid1 means that a significant change in one part of the
system is accompanied by significant changes in practically all other parts,
due to interrelationships and interdependence among parts.
Banathy ( 1991) addresses piecemeal change in school districts when he
describes how the Carnegie Corporation "labeled the existing system an outdated assembly line and made fifty-eight specific nonintegrated prQposals to
'radically transform' schools" (p. 11 ). He describes most of the improvement
techniques that have been used as ineffective because they fail to
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Coevolution is a system evolving in harmony with its environment.
Modern-day society has evolved from the Agrarian Age, in which agricultural activities formed the backbone of society, to the Industrial Age, in
which the assembly line and mass production created products and goods
for consumption by the public, and most recently, to the Information Age.
in which knowledge work has replaced manual labor as the predominant
form o f work. Key markers of the Industrial Age compared to the Information Age are listed in table 10.1.
As can be seen in table 10.1, the key markers of the Information Age are
descriptors of a paradigm that puts emphasis on the team over the bureaucracy, on autonomy over control and command, and on initiative over
compliance. At every level of the educational system, tl1e needs of society
now require different criteria for success, criteria that correspond closely
with the Information Age key markers. To be relevant and meet the needs
of society and its members, education must seek to evolve in ways that express the fulfillment of Information Age needs and expectations.
What Is Systemic Change?
In the evolving discipline of systemic change in educational transformation,
there is little agreement as to the meaning and concept of the term "systemic
change." It often seems as though the term systemic change is used to describe "almost any large scale project" (Carr-Chellman, 1999, p. 369). If one
examines the programs making up the reform efforts included in the New
Table 10.1. Key Markers of the Industrial Age and the Information Age
Industrial Age

Information Age

Standardization
Burea ucratic organization
Centralized control
Adversarial relationships
Autocratic decision making
Compliance
Conformity
One-way communications
Compartmentalization
Parts oriented
Planned obsolescence
CEO or boss as "ki ng/1

Customization
Team-based organization
Autonomy with accountability
Cooperative relationships
Shared decision making
Initiative
Diversity
Networking
Holism
Process oriented
Total quality
Customer as "king

Source: Reigeluth, 1999, p. 17. Used with permission.
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recognize the comple.x.ity of current issues surrounding education and [they!
have not grappled with the essential nature of education as a societal system; a
system interacting with other societal systems, a system which is embedded in
the rapidly and dynamically changing larger society. (p. 12)

Systemic change must encompass a broad scope and be large in scale
within the system of interest. A fundamental change in curriculum would
not constitute systemic change in a school district. Such a change could affect individual classrooms in all schools in the d istrict, but because other
elements in the system's structure have not changed, the effect on the
greater system would not be systemic, but piecemeal. To become a systemic
change, th ere would have to be changes throughout all aspects of the system
related to the new curriculum. Piecemeal changes can "produce the appearance of change but not much real improvement in outcomes" (Harman,
1984, p. 3).
Squire and Reigeluth (2000) discuss four types of systemic change, which
they refer to as statewide, district-wide, schoolwide, and ecological systemic
change. They have found that a user's conception of systemic change de-
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pends on their experience and the type of system with which he or she is
familiar. Ecological systemic change matches the definition fo r systemic
change used in this article.
Ecological systemic change is an approach that requires an understanding
of a school district as a system. TI1is approach encompasses and contains
the relationships among all stakeholders: community members, parents,
school and district staff, students, teachers, principals, administrators, and
state-level education personnel. These multiple stakeholders are included
and embraced at the earliest stages of the transformation effort and are involved in democratic participation in the change process. Experts may be
brought into the process as support, but their main job is to act as support
in the process and "not to shape the product of design" (Squire & Reigeluth,
2000, p. 6).
Changes in mind-sets, which are "mental positions or outlooks from
which people approach problems" (LaPiana Associates, 2006), are critical
to systemic change. Such mind-set change is brought about through dialogue, or the process by which a group "becomes open to the fl ow of a
larger intelligence" (Senge, 1990, p. 239) and self-exam ination. Mind-set
change is absolutely required for creating and sustaining transformational
change.
The definition of systemic change used in this article-one that is compatible with the concept of ecological systemic change- is described by
}en link, Reigeluth, Carr, and Nelson ( 1998). They define systemic change as
an approach that:

vented elsewhere-is typified by efforts such as the school designs of the
New American Schools Development Corporation. These kinds of efforts
are not truly systemic, but are combi nations of piecemeal changes that have
been applied in a systematic manner. Sucl1 shortsighted efforts h ave led to
minimal educational returns in places like Washingto n, DC. and Memph is,
Tennessee (Mirel, 2001; Pogrow, 2000a, 2000b, 2002). Chief complaints
about externally designed efforts include teacher and union resistance, a
general feel ing of d issatisfaction, and isolation.
Other examples of the expert design are found in such programs as Roots
and Wings (Slavin, Madden, & Wasik, 1996), The Modern Red Schoolhouse
{Heady & Kilgore, 1996), Success for All (Hurley, Chamberlai n, Slavin, &
Madden, 2001; Pogrow, 2000a, 2000b, 2002), the Expeditionary Learning
Outward Bound Design (Goldberg, Richards, & BBN Corporation, 1996),
and others.
The expert design strategy fails to address specific needs of most school
districts. Experience tells us that this external ly designed approach to
change is ineffective and, over time, often detrimental.
In the internal design approach, the focus is on a process that helps participants learn and work together and stimulate each other to evolve their
individual and collective mind-sets about education. From the consensusbuilding process, values that govern the change process emerge and drive
the p rocess forward. From these process values, approaches to instruction
and education emerge that are used to guide the design of the,new paradigm of education. As long as stakeholders develop ownership of the process and are willing to engage in mind-set d1ange, the internal process is far
more likely to yield a positive and long-lasting change in the fundamental
structure of schooling in a district.
Instead of selecting an externally designed product for implementation,
schools can choose to engage in an internal design process. The internal
design approach relies heavily o n the user-designer model. For a successful
user-design to emerge, many people from all stakeholder groups must become a part of the process. As they engage in the process, stakeholders come
to consensus on values, the mission of education, and beliefs th at support
the culture of education. 1luough the design p rocess, stakeholders come to
understand tl1e real needs of th e school system and learn how to work together to address those needs. Well-facilitated engagement in the p rocess by
all users will eventually result in a user-designed plan for systemic change.
The internal design process is done neither quickly no r easily. First, it
requires that representatives from every stakeholder group served by the
sch ool district meet in a leadership team over an extended period of time.
Members on the leadership team must include district and school administrators, the teachers' u nion(s), district and school staff, and parents meeting
in an atmosphere of equality and consensus building.
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• recognizes the interrelationships and interdependencies among the
parts of the educational system, with the consequence that desired
changes in o ne part of the system must be accompanied by changes in
other parts that are necessary to support those desired changes; and
• recognizes the interrelationships and interdependencies between the
educational system and its community, including parents, employers,
social service agencies, religious organizations and much more, with
the consequence that all those stakeholders are given active ownership
over the cl1ange effort (p. 219).

APPROACHES TO SYSTEMIC CHANGE
External Design versus Internal Design
There are two approaches available to school d istricts that decide to engage
in systemic change: ( 1) implement a standard design that was invented
elsewhere, or (2) engage in a process that helps their stakeholders design
their own new system. The first approach-standard designs that are in-
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Second, because of the need to find common ground in an Information
Age environment, all stakeholders must be open to evolving their thinking
(mind-set change) about education, often considered to be one of the most
difficult tasks that they will face.
Third, the traditional model of top-down leadership must be abandoned
in favor of a developmental leadership model that shares responsibility and
develops leadership among all stakeholders.
Finally, systemic change occurs most realistically and effectively when
approached as a process of engagement that entails a long-term commitment for improving the system of interest. With these elements in place,
stakeholders are ready to engage in the internal design process approach to
systemic change.
Given these general characteristics, the fo llowing is a review of the current
knowledge about the internal design process.

Path 2: Transform a district's internal social infrastructure. Variables along
this path include "organization culture, organization design, communication patterns, power and political dynamics, reward systems, and so on"
(Duffy, 2006, p. 4).
Path 3: Transform a district's relationship with its external environment.
Change leaders must ensure that relationships between key external stakeholders in the community and the school system are strong before engaging
in a systemic transformation, and then these relationships must be maintained throughout the transformation journey.
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OVERVIEW OF INTERNAL DESIGN MODELS
Step-Up-To-Excellence
Step-Up-To-Excellence (SUTE) (Duffy, 2006, p. 3) was developed as a response
to the needs of d1ange leaders as they attempt to seek ways in which entire
scl1ool systems can be transformed. It is described as a "whole-system transformation protocol especially constructed to help educators navigate the three
paths toward whole-district transformation" (Duffy, 2006, p. 3). In this summary of SUTE, we first summarize the three paths that occur at each of the
levels. We discuss the personnel and groups who are charged with initiating,
implementing, and maintaining change. We then discuss the conferences that
occur among eacl1 group participating in each step of the process. We conclude
with a description of each of the steps in the SUTE Change Protocol.
There are three sets of organizational variables that require concurrent
improvement if a whole school system is to be transformed. Within the
context of SUTE these sets are called change paths, and they recur at every
level of a school system throughout SUTE.
Path 1: Transform a district's core and support worh processes. The core work
of contemporary school districts is accomplished within a "sequenced instructional program conjoined with classroom teaching and learning"
(Duffy, 2006, p. 3). Core work is supported by two kinds of support work:
Academic support that includes those in administrative, supervisory, and
curriculum development positions and nonacademic support that includes
transportation, cafeteria, and janitorial positions, as well as others in similar positions. All work processes must be im proved for systemic transformatio n to be successful.
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Change Leadersh ip within SUTE
The individual responsible for initiating transformational change in a
school district is a superintendent in collaboration with a small team of
colleagues. The superintendent forms a prelaunch team to prepare the system for transformation. Later in the process, a Strategic Leadership Team is
formed that includes ed ucators from each level of the school system. A
change navigation coordinator is also appointed or hired to provide tactical
leadership for the transformation. Various change leadership teams are also
formed-one for each cluster of schools in the district, one for the central
administration office, and one fo r a cluster of nonacademic supporting
work units (e.g., cafeteria services, transportation services, and building and
grounds maintenance services). As the SUTE process continues, Site Improvement Teams are also formed for eacl1 school building and nonacademic supporting work unit. All of these teams make up a change management structure for the district.
The Structure of SUTE
SUTE is o rganized using a prelaunch preparation phase and three steps.
Each one is briefly described below.
Prelaunch Preparation. Prior to launcl1ing a transformatio n journey, the
readiness of the district to participate in transformational change is assessed
by the superintendent of scl1ools and the small prelaunch team. During this
phase, an abbreviated environmental scan is conducted to identify threats
that face the district and opportunities that can be seized if they engage in
transformational change. Additional internal assessments are made to determine the district's readiness to participate in transformational change.
Additional considerations that determine readiness to proceed are described by Sirkin, Keenan, and Jackson (in Duffy, 2006, p. 10) as the "hard
factors of change" (Duffy, 2006, p. 10):
• Duratio n: the amount of time needed to complete the transformation
initiative
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• Integrity: the ability of the change leadership teams to complete the
transformation activities as planned and on time; which is directly affected by the team members' knowledge and skills for leading a transformation journey
• Commitment: the level of unequivocal support for the transformation
demonstrated by senior leadership as well as by employees
• Effort: the amount of effort above and beyond normal work activities
that is needed to complete the transformation (p. 10)
At some point early in the prelaunch phase of SUTE, the prelaunch team
will make a "launch/don't launch" decision. If the decision is to launch a
transformation journey for the district, then a new leadership team is
formed and trained. That team is called a Strategic Leadership Team. This
team is composed of the superintendent, one or two of his or her immediate subordinates, and school-based administrators and teachers from each
level of schooling in a district. It might also include a school board member, a teacher union representative, parents, and students.
The school-based members of this team are not selected by the superintendent; instead, they are appointed to the team by their peers in the
schools. This appointment process prevents the impression that the Strategic Leadership Team was handpicked by the superintendent.
Transformational change requires leadership from all quarters of a school
district. Distributed leadership will only be as effective as the people who
provide this leadership. Leadership for transformational change should also
be in the hands of people who are allies in the change process. Allies are
trusted colleagues who are in high agreement with the transformation goals.
One individual is chosen to coordinate the efforts of the Strategic Leadership Team, and that individual is known as the change navigation coordinator (Duffy, 2006, p. 9). Ideally, this coordinator should be an assistant or
associate superintendent. This person will probably need training to become a master of transformational change. In large districts, the coordinator may form a change leadership team that will collaborate with him or
her to lead their district's transformation journey.
The Strategic Leadership Team oversees the work of the change navigation
coordinator and his or her change leadership team. The coordinator starts to
create a d1ange management structure to support the transformation journey.
This structure requires that the district be organized into academic dusters, a
central administration duster, and a nonacademic support work duster.
The academic dusters contain individual school buildings and classrooms. To conform to principles of systemic change, the academic clusters
must contain the entire instructional program of the district; for example,
in a district that is organized P-12th grade, the academic clusters will con·
tain a high school and all the middle and elementary schools that feed into
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it. This is very important because of a systemic change principle called ~~up
stream errors flow downstream. This means that errors made early in the
teaching and learning process, if they are not identified and corrected, will
flow downstream and cause significant problems downstream in the instruc~ional program; for example, if students accumulate early learning
defiCits as they progress through their district's instructional program, their
"downstream~~ learning will become progressively more difficult, and ultimately they will experience increasing levels of academic failure.
Another principle o f systemic change is that the central administration
office must be transformed into a central service center that serves educators
and support staff working in the district. To facilitate this transformation,
the central administration office is conceived of as a duster that will undergo transformational change.
Nonacademic support work includes cafeteria services, transportation services, and building and grounds maintenance services. These support services
must be transformed, too; for example, the New York City school system transformed its cafeteria services by hiring an executive chef from the private sector
who created brand new food selections for all the schools in the system.
Another element of the change management structure that is created to
implement SUTE is the formation of "scouting parties." These small groups of
educators from the district will start looking for really great ideas that might
be used to transform their district; for example, they might seek out school
systems that provide rustomized, personalized education to students.
Also, the change navigation coordinator and his or her team start looking
for sources of money to fund their transformation journey. 1bey don't request the money right now, because they have no idea how much they will
need, but they need to identify where they can submit their requests later
on in the SUTE process.
Near the end of the prelaunch phase, two important conferences are organized and conducted. The first is called a Community Engagement Conference. 'Ibis one-to-three day conference is designed to invite hundreds of
community members into one room, where they will then self-organize
into discussion groups to talk about their dreams, expectations, and concerns for their school district. Notes are taken at each discussio n table and
submitted to secretarial staff who enter them into a word processing program. These data from external stakeholders are used later to plan the district's transformation.
The next conference that is conducted is for the faculty and staff working
in the district. It is called a System Engagement Conference. The System
Engagement Conference is designed using principles of Future Search as
described in Schweitz, Martens, and Aronson (2005), or principles of search
conferencing as described by Merrelyn Emery (2006). Either set of design
principles will work for this conference.
II
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One of the key principles for designing this conference is that the whole
system must be in the room. What this means is that at least one person from
every school and every support work unit must be invited to participate. The
purpose of this one-to-three day event is to create a new "fuzzy" vision for the
district, as well as a new strategic framework that reflects the district and community's core beliefs and values. Data from the Community Engagement
Conference are carefully considered during this conference.
One outcome of the System Engagement Conference is a strategic framework for the district that includes new mission and vision statements and a
strategic framework for guiding the transformation of the school system. Following the System Engagement Conference, the Strategic Leadership Team
and change navigation coordinator organize the district into clusters: academic, central office, and nonacademic support work units. Each cluster is led
by a Cluster Design Team that engages in training designed to develop and
enhance their knowledge and skills for leading transformational cl1ange.
The conclusion of the System Engagement Conference marks the beginning of a design process that will lead to proposals to transform the district's
academic dusters, central administration office, and support work units. The
design work happens in Step 1: Redesign the Entire School District.
Step 1: Redesign the entire school district. During the prelaunch phase, the
district was organized into three kinds of dusters: academic, cen tral office,
and nonacademic support work units. Step 1 begins with one of the academic clusters.
The first academic cluster creates a Cluster Improvement Team to guide
their cluster's transformation journey. The change navigation coordinator
works closely with this team. The Cluster Improvement Team then creates
school-based improvement teams for each school in the cluster. These
teams are called Site Improvement Teams.
The Cluster Improvement Team, with help from the change navigation
coordinator, plans and conducts a Cluster Engagement Conference. All educators from all the schools in the cluster are invited to participate in this
conference. Parents and other community members may also be invited to
this conference. The purpose of this conference is to determine how the
cluster and the schools can be designed to support the district's new vision
and strategic framework.
Following the Cluster Engagement Conference, Site Improvement Teams
are formed for each school in the cluster. Each Site Improvement Team then
engages in highly structured Redesign Workshops that will lead them
through a process to identify how they can transform their individual
schools to align with their cluster's improvement goals and with the district's vision and strategic framework. The redesign workshops ask educators to create ideas to (1) improve their relationship with the external environment, (2) improve their core work processes, and (3) improve their

i~temal social infrastructure. It is the responsibility of the members of the
Site Improvem ent. Teams to work on making progress along the three
change paths mentiOned above. The primary outcome of the redesign workshops are proposals "for transforming each cluster and every school within
each cluster" (Duffy, 2006, p. 10).
. ~~plans are m~de ~nd support requirements begin to change, the responSibility for engagmg m the redesign process moves to the central office and
nonacademic supporting w~rk units. They, too, engage in a Cluster Engagement Conference and Redes1gn Workshops to transform their environmental relationships, work processes, and internal social infrastructure.
. During phase 1, as the change proposals are developed and organized
m~o a master proposal to transform the entire district, the Strategic Leadership. Team and change navigation coordinator are charged with the task of
findmg money to support the proposed d1anges. Initially, the effort can
seek money from grants by public or private entities and foundations, but
in the long run, it is necessary to reallocate district money to support the
ongoing redesign efforts.
the change pr~posals are implemented, On-Track Seminars enable paruapants to engage m formative evaluation to ensure that the transformation
work continues to adhere to district vision and goals. The seminars also:
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• facilitate individual, team, and district-wide learning;
• educate and train faculty and staff to use inquiry skills;
,
• create opportunities to model collaboration, cooperation, and participation behaviors;
• establish linkages between learning and perfo rmance;
• facilitate the seard1 for ways to create greater understanding of what
affects the district's success and failure; and
• rely on diverse perspectives to develop understanding of the district's
performance (Duffy, 2006, p. 12).

Step ~: Create strategic alignment. In step 2, individuals work to align their
work With the goals of teams, the work of teams with the goals of sd1ools, the
work of schools with the goals of their clusters, and the work of the dusters
with the new mission, vision, and strategic fram ework of the district.
Step 3: Evaluate whole-district performance. In previous steps, formative
evaluation is conducted to keep the transformation journey on course
~oward desirable vision for the district. In this step, summalive evaluation
IS conducted to "measure the success of everyone's efforts to educate children with the framework of the newly transformed school systemw (Duffy,
2006, p. 13).
Though step 3 measures success, it is not the end of the cycle, because
the district must recycle the change process to the prelaunch preparation
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phase. This is an essential characteristic of SUTE because it is built on the
philosophy that transformation is not an event-it is a journey that spirals
a district continuously upwards toward higher and higher levels of
performance. Achieving high performance is a lifelong journey for a school
district.
Schlechty's Process
Phillip Schlechty has written extensively on school reform since the late
1960s. Many of his ideas are summarized in Schools for the 21st Century:
Leadership Impemtives for Educational Reform (Schlechty, 1990). He discusses
qualities that schools must have if they are to be prepared for the increasing
expectations in the new century. The work of the school is knowledge work,
defined as "putting to use ideas and symbols to produce some purposeful
result" (Schlechty, 1990, p. 35), and it emphasizes mental effort. Schools
engage in knowledge work and must engage in reform if they are to remain
relevant as an institution (Schlechty, 1997).
Schlechty (2002) discusses the importance of the kind of work that is
provided to students in the course of instruction. In contrast to manual
work, which involves the completion of physical tasks, knowledge work
emphasizes "management and control of symbols, propositions, and other
forms of knowledge; and the use of these intellectual products in the
achievement of goals" (Scl1lechty, 2002, p. xv). Schoolwork should consist
.of knowledge work that promotes the intellectual and moral development
of the student. This supportive framewo rk is called "Working on the Work"
(WOW). The main features of Schlechty's WOW framework (Schlechty,
2002, p. xviii) are:
1. One o f the most important responsibilities for teachers is to provide

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

students with information to Jearn. Schlechty calls that information
uwork."
A second responsibility of teachers is help students succeed in learning what they need to learn.
Therefore, Schlechty concludes that teachers are leaders and inventors
and students are volunteers who volunteer their attention and commitment.
Differences in student commitment and attention produce differences
in the degree to which a student is engaged in learning what must be
learned.
Differences in the level and type of engagement affect the amount of
effort a student expends o n learning-related tasks.
The level of effort applied to learning tasks affects learning outcomes
at least as much as intellectual ability.
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7. According to Schlechty, the level and type of student engagement will
vary depending on how teachers design and deliver learning activities
and information.
8. Therefore, Schlech~ reaches ~e .conclusion that teachers can directly
affect student learmng by des1gnmg learning activities that have those
qualities that are most engaging to students.
Schlechty's WOW framework addresses the types of work that must be
done t~ "improve student performance in school" (Schlechty, 2002, p. xiv),
but this most recent work is part of a larger body of work that provides
process knowledge about how schools should proceed to enact systemic
change. AJso discussed by Schlechty (1997) are the powerful values and assumptions that should be used in any redesign or systemic change effort.
Scl1lecl1ty's work explores the importance of leadership and dear vision by
saying that "ideas begin with individual women and men: they do not begin with groups" (Schlecl1ty, 1990, p. 60).
Effective leaders begin by working with educators and educatio nal personnel at every level in the schools to create a clear vision that extends to
all members of the system through "participatory leadership " (Schlechty,
1990, p. 60). Once that vision has been created, it must be marketed to
those who will be affected by it. A distinction is made between a sales
ap~roach, in which those who offer the product (change) try to overcome
resistance to the product, and the market approach, in which the "needs
and values of those whose support is essential" (Schlechty, 1990, p.'64) are
met.
For implementation of changes, Schlechty lists five functi ons that require
ful fi llment: (1) Intellectual leaders must emerge and be able to conceptualize the idea and the structure of the change effort; (2) Those who will be
involved in the change must be recruited and informed of the nature of
plans for change; (3) Feedback about the change must be solicited from
those who will be called upon to support the change; (4) Implementation
activities must be implemented; and (5) Ongoing support and training
must be made available to all concerned. Schlechty (1990) refers to these
functions "as the conceptualizing function, the marketing function, the
developmental function, the implementation function, and the service and
support fun ction" (p. 98), respectively.
. Systemic change requires strong transformational leadership as a guidmg force. Schlechty describes such a leader in the superintendent. Qualities of the superintendent include being a nonauthoritarian leader who
believes in participatory leadership. The superintendent is seen not as a
democratic leader but as one who is "strong enough to trust others with
his or her fate, just as he o r she expects their trust in return (Reigeluth &
Frick, 1999).

Chapter 10
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THE GUIDANCE SYSTEM FOR
TRANSFORMING EDUCATION (GSTE)

readiness for change. This phase culminates in a formal agreement that is
signed between the governing body (the sd1ool board) and the change team
that specifies the nature of the change process. Finally, in this stage the facilitators must assess the district's ability, or "capacity for change" (Jenlink, Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998, p. 225). The four distinct events in this phase are
shown in table 10.3.
Phase II: Prepare a core team for the change process. A small core team of five
to seven individuals is created and charged with the responsibility to explore and evaluate the current system with respect to systemic change. The
newly formed team must generate a team culture and dynamic in which
systemic change is carried out. The facilitators must help the core team to
develop skills and understandings in systems design and group process. In
event eight of this phase, the core team utilizes their knowledge of systems
design to redesign and customize tl1e next three events and to tailor them
to meet the specific needs of the district. Event nine asks the core team to
identify any other change events that m igh t compete for time or resources.
In event ten, they evaluate the openness to change within the d istrict and
community. In event eleven, the "existing beliefs, assumptions, and mindsets about educational change" (Jenlink, Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998,
p. 226) are evaluated. This phase ends with event twelve, in which the core
team redesigns the p rocess in events ten through fifteen as they prepare to
expand into a Decisioning Team and a Design Support Team. TI1e eight
distinct events in this phase are shown in table 10.4.
,
Phase III: Prepare expanded teams for the process. The core team is ~espon
sible for preparing to expand into the Decisioning Team and the Design
Support Team. These two groups work interactively. In event thirteen, the
core team expands into a team of approximately twenty members, including representative members from every stakeholder group. Event fourteen
can be done either before or after event fifteen and consists of building
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The GSTE is a set of guidelines for facilitating systemic change in school districts (Jenlink Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998). The guidelines. offered b!' the
GST£ outline an internal-design process approach to systemiC educauonal
change that relies upon the premise that real systemic change can only occur
if the demand for change is supported by all who are affected by the change.
Because of the increased involvement of community stakeholders, the GSTE
appears to h ave greater potential for successful implementation ~ar~ most
other models. TI1e GSfE provides flexible and detailed process gUJdelmes to
a facilitator who chooses to engage in a district-wide systemic change effort.
The following description of the GSTE is based upon Guidelines for Facilitating
Syst.emic Change in School Districts (Jenlink, ~e.igeluth: Carr,. & Nelson, 1998).
The GSTE is divided into three patts: gutdmg behefs, dtscrete events, and
continuous events. Jenlink et a!. describe n-venty-two guiding beliefs and values that are proposed as being important to a successful systemic change effort. These beliefs guide the actions of the facilitator and stakeholders, for the
values should be incorporated in each of the discrete and continuous events
that will occur in the course of the change process as noted in table 10.2.
The discrete events of the Guidance System for Transforming Education
( GSI'E) are organized into five phases, each of which contains specific activities and steps.
Phase I: Assess readiness and negotiate an agreement. During this phase, the
outside facilitator(s) first assess their readiness and interest in becoming a
facilitator of a systemic change effort. Next, the facilitators must either contact
a school district or engage in discussions abou t the parameters of such a
change effort. TI1en the faci litators engage with the district to determine the
Table 10.2.

Guiding Beliefs and Implied Values in the Guidance System for
Transforming Education

Caring for children and their future

Systemic thinking

lnclusivity
Coevolution
Process orientation
Time
Participant commitment
Responsibility
Collaboration
Vision
Language
Democracy

Stakeholder ownership
Facilitator
Context
Space
Respect
Readiness
Community
Wholeness
Conversation
Culture

Source: )enlink, Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998. Adapted with permission.
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Distinct Events in Phase 1: Assess Readiness and Capacity

1. Assess and enhance your readiness to be a facilitator. Prepare the facilitator for
facilitating the change effort through self-assessment.
2. Establish or redefi ne your relationship with a school district and then make site
visits to determine whether or not to proceed on the basis of the district's readiness
for change. This step helps to identify a school district with which to work.
3. Assess the district's readiness for change and negotiate a formal agreement. This
event involves assessing the district's read iness for systemic change by looking at
documents and interviewing key people. A decision is made whether or not to
enter into a formal relationship at this stage.
4. Assess the district's capacity for change. Facilitator meets w ith stakeholders within
the district and identifies existing and lacking capacities for systemic change.
So(lrce: )enlink, Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998.
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Distinct Events in Phase II: Prepare the Initial Core Team

5. Select the participants for the core team. Key district leaders should assist you in
selecting the types of people who should be included on the core team. This selection
is announced publicly and should help to create public awareness of the event.
6. Create the core team dynamic. The core team attends a two-day retreat. They work
together to develop a team culture, teaming skills and group knowledge. This
becomes an experience base to design team -building experiences for newly
developed teams later in the process.
7. Train the initial core team in systems design. Included in this training is systems
theory, practice, and systems design. Emphasis is on deep understanding and
appreciation for user-designer approach to systems design.
8. Design events 9-1 1. Events 9-11 are just-in-time activities requiring core team
selection and redesign.
9. Identify competing change efforts. The core team identifies change efforts in the
district that are currently under way that may compete for time or resources
10. Evaluate openness to change. In addition to evaluating the district's openness to
change, the core team must also identify why the district is open or closed to change.
11. Evaluate the existing culture for change. The core team must evaluate the existing
beliefs, assumptions, and mind-sets about educational change. This involves
fostering an understanding of what a culture of change is along with understanding
the language of change.
12. Redesign events ten through fifteen. This consists of designing the steps that will be
used to expand the core team into a Decisioning Team (twenty to twenty-five
people) and a Design Team (eight to twelve people) whose jobs include making the
decisions that will affect the changed system or to design the new educational
system. The order in which these two events occur determines whether event
thirteen or fourteen will come next.
Source: Jenlink, Reigelulh, Carr, & Nelson, 1998.

the Design Support Team, a group that includes five members from the
original Decisioning Team and an additional five members. Event fifteen
provides for training the Design Support Team "with respect to applications of the systems theory, systems practice, and various model of systems design" (Jenlink, Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998, p. 228) . As in
phase II, event sixteen asks the participants to redesign events seventeen
through twenty-four in preparation for the next phase. The four distinct
events in this phase are shown in table 10.5.
Phase N: Engage in design of the new educational system. With the groundwork for change laid, the community is now engaged in the design process.
Event seventeen asks participants to identify their own mind-set and to understand "how mind-sets contribute to our perceptions of education (Jenlink,
Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998, p. 229). Event eighteen asks participants to
explore idealized beliefs and assumptions about education to help participants create a foundation for expectations about coming steps in the design
process. Event nineteen gives the Design Support Team guidance in imple-
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Distinct Events in Phase Ill: Prepare the Expanded Teams

13. Expand and build the Decisioning Team. The core team expands to approximately
twenty members broadly representing all stakeholder groups. This event includes a
tw?·da~ retreat similar. to that. used to buil~ the core team, with tile responsibility
of 1dent1fy1ng personality profiles and 1dent1fy•ng common beliefs (event 6).
14. Select and build the Design Support Team. If done after event 1o, five members of
the Decisioning Team spin off to serve on the Design Team as well. These five form
the nucleus of approximately ten people. They must foster understanding of the role
~f t~e Design Team .in th~ systemic change effort. They must plan a two-day retreat
s1mllar to that descnbed 111 event 10, with similar expectations for planning the
mode of operation.
15. Train and e.nculturate t~e Design Support Team. Facilitation of additional training
for the Des1gn Team w1th respect to applications of systems theory and practice,
and various models of systems design are learned in event 14 (see event 7). Explore
alternative views and approaches to the change process.
16. Redesign the change process. The Design Support Team redesigns its own design
process usmg what was learned in event 1 5 and what is provided in the guidebook
for events 17- 24. Foster understanding of evaluation as an important part of
learning within the systemic change effort.
Source: Jcnlink, Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998.

menting the "self-selection of small design teams based on individuals' be-

liefs within the framework of the district-wide beliefs" (Jenlink, Reigeluth,
Carr, & Nelson, 1998, p. 229). In event twenty, the facilitator W()rks with
Design Support Team members "in the process of reaching consensus on the
particular beliefs about learning and education that they would like their
sd1ool to reflect with the framework of the district-wide beliefs" (Jenlink,
Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998, p. 229).
In event twenty-one, Design Support Team members develop a system for
evaluating the results o f the change process. In event twenty-two, the Design
Support Team designs a system of functions to enable it to attain its vision
of a new educational system. In event twenty-three. the components for accomplishing the functions identified in event twenty-two are designed. Finally, in event twenty-four, all design teams join together to design both
sitewide and district-wide "administrative and governance systems" (lenlink, Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998, p. 230). These eight distinct events in
this phase are shown in table 10.6.
Phase V: Implement and e110lve the new system. Ideal designs having been
generated and approved, the community develops and uses an implementation process to transition into the new system in event twenty-five. In
event twenty-six, the process is implemented, evaluated, and revised while
implemented, along with implementation, evaluation, and revision of the
new system as it evolves. The two distinct events in this phase are shown in
table 10.7.
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Distinc t Events in Phase IV: Design a New System

17. Evolve mind-sets about education. The facilitator must foster an understanding of
what mind-sets are and how they contribute to our perceptions of education. You
must help the Design and Decisioning Teams clarify the basis of their mind-sets
and to move beyond their current mind-sets.
18. Explore ideal beliefs and assumptions about education. The facilitator must assist
the Design and Oecisioning Teams to develop a core set of ideal beliefs and
assumptions about education that they want to see throughout the new system. This
new system must incorporate an understanding of and appreciation for ideal
design.
19. Select and build multiple design teams. The faci litator assists the Design Team to
plan and implement the self-selection of small design teams based on individuals'
beliefs within the framework of districtwide beliefs. Each new team engages in a
two-day retreat at which they work on team building and development of
appropriate skills and knowledge (see event 14). Results of prior evaluations are
shared with the teams and they determine their own mode of operations and
communication with the districtwide Design Team.
20. Explore ideal visions based on the common beliefs. The facilitator assists and
cofacilitates the districtwide Design Team members to facilitate each design team in
the process of reaching consensus on learning and education. This consensus,
along with an ideal vision based on common beliefs and assumptions, will be
incorporated into the new "school" design that they will create. Further, this vision
shall incorporate an instructional system to support these kinds of learning
experiences. The importance of ideal visions and the place they play in bringing
about systemic change through stakeholder participation is key to creating
commitment to the ideal vision.
21. Develop a system for evaluating the results of the change process. The facilitator
will assist the districtwide Design Team members to help each Design Team to
develop an evaluation system for its design. This evaluation system will reflect the
development of an understanding of the role of critical examination, reflection,
positive feedback systems, and self-renewal in the evaluation process. All
stakeholders must have clear agreement as to that which is important to evaluate
and what is not important to evaluate.
22. Design a system of functions for each ideal vision. Each design team now identifies
and designs a set of functions that will enable it to attain its vision of a new
educational system. The districtwide Design Team members faci litate an
understanding of a function, and guide the design team members into increasingly
specific and detailed levels of subfunctions.
23. Design the components for accomplishing each function. Every design team
designs each necessary component to accomplish each function of the new system.
The progression of vision to functions to components is a gradual process in which
greater detail is continually developed.
24. Evolve, evaluate, and revise the new system. The process is implemented while
engaging in evaluation and revision of the new system as it evolves. The system
designed in event 21 can be used for this purpose. Explore new possibilities and
problems of the design as it evolves.
Source: )enlink, Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998.
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Distinct Events in Phase V: Implement and Evolve the New System

25. Develop a process for evolving to the new system. Because it is likely many aspects
of the ideal system will not be immediately attainable, each design team should
determine how to evolve ever closer to the ideal over time. They should attempt to
minimize incompatibilities between the early elements of the new system and the
remaining elements of the old system.
26. Evolve, evalua te, and revise the new system. Through a constant process of
evaluation and revision in the course of implementation, it is possible to evolve the
new system even as it is being implemented. The object is to evolve closer to the
idealized vision.
Source: )enlink, Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998.

Continuous Events
Finally, the GSfE outlines a series of eighteen continuous events that require attention throughout the course of the d1ange effort. These address
such things as sustaining the motivation of the various groups involved in
the effort, buildi ng and maintaining trust within and among the different
groups, and monitoring and dealing with various elements occurring in the
environment that can affect the change effort. Attention to these issues is
equal in importance to the other elements, but they must be constantly
monitored and addressed throughout the change process. The eighteen
continuous events are listed in table 10.8.
Since January 2001, the GSfE has been undergoing testing, refinement,
and elaboration through field trial in the Indianapolis Metropolitan School
District, and I was able to join the reform effort as a cofacilitator in 2003.
In that field trial, it has become apparent that the development and activities of the Decisioning Team (which they called the Leadership Team) in
phase III are particularly difficult yet crucial to the success of the systemic
change effort.
A DecisioningTeam is asked to engage in mind-set change that may challenge their notions of culture, education, and the purpose of schools. This
kind of change is especially difficult since it may run contrary to the professional training and experience the individuals have received.
They are asked to engage in idealized design, explore ideal visions, and
evaluate the results of the change process in which they are engaged. Finally, they are asked to implement these new visions and beliefs in a new
educational system that will affect the lives of all who are so engaged. The
Decisioning Team's actions and decisions, especially in the early stages of
their formation, will greatly affect the remaining course of the change effort,
and it is important both to describe these actions as well as their consequences, and to explore alternatives that might be offered in future implementations of the GSTE. Since the Decisioning Team needs to become effective in the shortest amount of time possible, there is a strong need for
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Table 10.8. Continuous Events of the CSTE
Evaluate and improve the change process
Build and maintain political support
Sustain motivation
Develop and sustain appropriate leadership
Build and maintain trust
Evolve mind-set and culture
Periodically secure necessary resources
Develop skills in systems thinking
Periodically and appropriately allocate necessary resources
Develop group-process and team-building skills
Build team spirit
Engage in self-disclosure
Engage in reflection
Develop design skills
Communicate with stakeholders (two-way)
16. Build and evolve community
17. Foster organizational learning
18. Build an organizational memory

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Source: Jenlink, Reigeluth, Carr, & Nelson, 1998.

improving the guidance for events twelve and eighteen by integrating the
team's learning activities with their decision-making activities in such a way
that the team is able to begin making important decisions sooner. The purpose of this article is to address this need.

CONCLUSION
This d1apter discussed the challenge of transforming schooling in American
sd1ool districts and compared different approaches to meeting this challenge. Improving schooling has been traditionally addressed using what is
commonly called piecemeal change. Piecemeal change, unfortunately, has
not lived up to its promises to improve teaching and learning for America's
school-aged children.
In the shadow of piecemeal change, which o ften goes by the name "schoolbased improvement," another d1ange paradigm lurks- the paradigm of systemic transformational change. As educators have observed and been frustrated by the failures of school-based reform, the systemic transformational
change paradigm has begun to emerge from the shadows. Different approaches to systemic transformational change were analyzed in this article.
Creating and sustaining systemic transformational change in school districts requires four paradigm shifts (Duffy, 2007). Duffy identi fi es these
shifts as:
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• Paradigm Shi ft 1: Shift from a reactive stance in response to the environment to a proactive stance.
• Paradigm Shift 2: Shift from the Industrial Age paradigm of schooling
to an Information Age paradigm, and include the supporting work
processes in a school system within this shift.
• Paradigm Shift 3: Shift from a command and control organ ization
design to a participatory organization design.
• Paradigm Shift 4: Shift from a piecemeal approach to d1ange to a systemic transformational change approach.
Given these four required paradigm shifts, it is clear that systemic transformational change is complex. But complex does not mean impossible-it
means there is a lot to think about and a lot to do. Fortunately, there are
methodologies available for creating and sustaining systemic transformational change. One of the most promising methodologies is a hybrid created by blending Duffy's Step-Up-To-Excellence methodology with Reigeluth's Guidance System for 'Iransforming Education methodology. This hybrid
methodology is called the School System Transformation Protocol (which
is presented in chapter 12).
Even with the availability of methodologies for creating and sustaining transformational change in school districts, supplanting the entrenched schoolbased improvement philosophy will not be easy. It will be difficult because
when the rise of a new theory suggests a change of direction in scho larship,
history attests to a common pattern of reaction among the established intellectual community. There is often flat dismissal or at best vehemen t attack in
order to kill and bury the theory, especially if it signals an imminent as well as
immanent possibility of shaking the secure and comfortable foundation upon
which the existing paradigm of thinking rests. (Nagatomo & Hull in Yasuo,
1993, pp. i.x-x)

Resistance to the idea of systemic transformational change is seen, for
example, in how advocates of school-based improvement have adopted
the language of systemic change to argue for the validity of their approach. A popular example of this adopted language is found in the
ph rase "a system of schools," which is then contrasted with disdain to the
term "school system" (as in "a system of schools versus a school system").
The implication is that a "system of schools" focuses on improving
individual school buildings, and the unstated assumption is that improving these pieces will ultimately improve the entire school system. However, we all know the ol d adage about "the whole is greater than the sum
of its parts. " A system is more than its individual parts. It seems that the
"system of schools" advocates believe that "the whole is EQUAL to the
sum of its parts. "
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Almost every aspect of our society h as moved steadfastly into the In~or
mation Age. School districts need to make that journey too. And m~kmg
that journey will require them to engage in systemic transformatton~l
change that helps them make four p~radigmatic. sh~fts, as noted.above..Fatlure to make these shifts will result m school dtstncts that are maeasmgly
irrelevant in our society.
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Learning Management Systems
Charles M. Reigeluth, William R. Watson, Sunkyung Lee Watson,
Pratima Dutta, Zengguan Chen, and Nathan D.P. Powell

OVERVIEW
This ch apter presents a detailed description of the powerful and necessary
role wh ich technology can play in the Information Age paradigm of education. This chapter calls for a learning management system (LMS), a comprehensive and integrated application of technology to the learni~g process,
that will provide four primary roles for student learning: record-keeping,
plann ing, instruction, and assessment. Each of these four major roles is
described in terms of the functions it needs in order to support student
learning. Finally, secondary roles such as communication and general data
administration are described in order to illustrate the systemic nature of
LMS technology necessary to fully support the learner-centered approach
needed in the Information Age paradigm of education.

PARADIGM CHANGE IN PUBLIC EDUCATION
Sunkyung Lee Watson and Charles Reigeluth (2008) discussed the need for
changing the paradigm of education fro m the sorting-focused, Industrial
Age factory model of schools to the learning-focused, Info rmation Age,
customized paradigm. They also presented one possible visio n of this new
An e<~rlier version of this chapter appeared as the third anicle in a series of four anicles on
systemic transforma tional change by the authors with the title "Roles for technology in the
Info rm ation Age paradigm of education: Learning management systems,u in £ducationn/1echnology, 48(6), 32-39. Used with permission.
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